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Happy New Year!

The second weekend of February is always the great Tucson Gem &
Mineral Show™ in Tucson, Arizona. This year is the 60th Anniversary
celebration of this world-famous mineral show. For the past 16 years, the
Tucson show has included a special book for the children that attend. The
theme of each book was also the theme of the show for that particular
year. In celebration of their 60th Anniversary, this issue of Mini Miners
Monthly is a compilation of some chosen
pages from each theme throughout the years.
If you haven’t noticed, there are a lot
of mineral specimens out there. There are
more and more mineral dealers every year
offering more and more minerals from all
over the world. Most collectors eventually
find a theme in mineral collecting that becomes their specialty. Some collectors specialize in minerals from a specific place.
Sometimes that place is a country, like Mexico, Brazil or the United States.
Other focus on a smaller area like minerals from a particular state, such as
minerals from Arizona. Perhaps as you enjoy these Mini Miners Monthly pages you will find a country that
YOU want to specialize in.
Have you ever considered writing your own book about minerals? If you are a photographer, you can
take photographs and use them for illustrations. You can also try your hand at drawing specimens. You will
notice that as you look through this issue and the special mineral drawings done for the Tucson books, that the drawings actually get better
over the years. This is because I learned to draw better pictures as I
practiced more and more. Then do some research using good mineral
books and the internet. Write some interesting paragraphs about the
minerals you draw. Write about their physical properties, where they
are found, how they are used, who or what they are named after. You
can turn your document into a PDF file (there are some free PDF conversion programs on the internet) and then you can email it to family and
friends. Maybe your mineral club will use your book at a meeting or
show. Your book could be 10 pages long or 40 pages long or however long
you want it to be! Remember, this is YOUR book. Here’s a hint: when
you think you are done, have a friend, parent or teacher read it over for
you. When I read my books, I always miss spelling mistakes that other
people see. Give it a try. You can write your own book about minerals!

Have you ever
considered
writing your own
book about
minerals?

Mining for Minerals
By Emma Fajcz
Have you ever wanted to mine for minerals yourself? Believe it or not, there are
numerous places in the eastern United States where you can do this activity. Some states,
like Arkansas and North Carolina, have some reputable places to mine. Below, I’ll share
some interesting places you might want to visit.
Franklin, North Carolina, known as the “Gem Capital of
the World,” has many different gemming areas open to the
public. Mines such as Cowee Mountain Ruby Mine, Mason Ruby
and Sapphire Mine, and the Sheffield Mine have flumes where
visitors can use screens to sift through the soil and try to find
rubies and sapphires in the native soil.

I went to Mason

Mountain Mine in North
Carolina on Independence
Day in 2011 and had a lot of
fun. My Dad shoveled the
ore, carried the five-gallon
bucket,

and

rinsed

off

most of the ore using a
Figure 2: Dad shoveling ore into the bucket
from the big pile.

Figure 1: Emma with a bucket and
shovel at Mason Mountain Mine.

screen and the flume. I enjoyed picking through the
rocks and minerals in the screen.

I found several

rubies and sapphires, in addition to other minerals,
like kyanite. This mine also offered “salted” buckets
that contained minerals not found in that mine. These
buckets are great for young children, since they can
easily find big, colorful minerals to bring home.
Mason Mountain Mine also had two sheltered picnic
tables where we ate our picnic lunch.
Figure 3: Dad, Emma, and Beth in front of the
flume.

I definitely

recommend gemming in Franklin, North Carolina!
In Murfreesboro, Arkansas, visitors can go to
the Crater of Diamonds State Park and find their own

diamonds for a small fee. This diamond field was once part of John Huddlestone’s farm
over a hundred years ago. Huddlestone was suspicious that the two mysterious crystals he
had found on his property were diamonds. He brought them to a nearby jeweler, who
identified them as diamonds. This started a rush of people to the town of Murfreesboro.

Some famous finds include the perfect StrawnWagner diamond, the Uncle Sam diamond, and the Kahn
Canary diamond.
Nowadays, visitors can sift through the soil
looking for diamonds, or walk around the field looking
for exposed jewels. Although some people have been
Figure 4: Beth enjoyed doing the "salted"
bucket at Mason Mountain Mine with Mom’s
help.

startlingly prosperous, most people don’t find any
diamonds.

Don’t be discouraged: you can find other

minerals at Crater of Diamonds State Park, like garnet,
peridot, and agate.

Even if you don’t find any diamonds, this would be a really fun

rockhounding experience.
Fort Drum Crystal Mine, also known as Ruck’s Pit, is a unique place to mine for
fossilized shells. This interesting place is located in Okeechobee County, Florida. This is a
great place to look for new specimens, with over 280
varieties of fossilized shells.

Many of these shells

have beautiful calcite crystals that have grown on
them.

The original mine site is no longer open, but

visitors can come and sift through five-gallon buckets
of dirt and specimens drawn from the mine for a fee.
With your parents’ help, you can see photographs about
the mine and obtain contact information online at
http://thefortdrumcrystalmine.com/index.htm.

Figure 5: Beth and Emma sitting at the picnic
table at Mason Mountain Mine.

Herkimer diamonds are double-terminated quartz crystals found in the area of
Middleton, New York.
1

faceted ends.”
State.

“Double-terminated” means that the crystals have “naturally

Herkimer diamonds were named after Herkimer County in New York

The two predominant mines for Herkimer diamonds are Ace of Diamonds and

Herkimer Diamond Mines. Using picks, hammers, and other equipment, you can mine for
your own Herkimer diamonds.
If you could visit a mine, which one would you choose? Maybe you and your family
can visit one of these mines this year and have your own mineral adventure.

Photography Credits: Brooke Fajcz

Footnotes
1.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double_Terminated_Crystal

M is for . . .
...Magnetite
Magnetite is a natural magnet.
It is the most important ore of
iron in the world. Its crystals
are diamond‐shaped: collectors
call them octahedral crystals.
“Octahedral” means they have eight
sides. Color it gray.
These diamond-shaped magnetite crystals are
in a green rock called “chlorite”.

...Malachite
Malachite is a beautiful green
mineral which sometimes forms
zones or bands. Each band is
a slightly different shade of
green. It polishes well and is
used for carvings and jewelry.
Banded malachite from Zaire.

...Muscovite
Muscovite is another type of mica.
It forms six‐sided crystals and breaks
into sheets. It can be yellow, light
brown, green or red.

A muscovite crystal from the Black Hills
of South Dakota.
A pile of muscovite crystals like this is called
“a book” of muscovite.

P is for . . .
...Pyrite
Pyrite is also known as
“Fool’s Gold” because a lot
of prospectors thought they
had discovered gold when they
had only found pyrite. Actually,
gold is softer and more of a yellow
color than pyrite. Pyrite is named
after the Greek word of fire,
because if you hit pyrite with steel
there will be a spark. Pyrite is dark
yellow and has a shiny, metallic luster.

Sometimes pyrite forms diamond-shape crystals
like these from Peru.

This pyrite is sometimes called a “pyrite dollar”
because it looks like a large coin. It is from Illinois.

Shiny, intergrown pyrite cubes from Spain.

...Pyrope
Pyrope is a dark red variety
of Garnet. Its crystals are
often very well formed. It
is sometimes used as a gemstone.
Here are two different pyrope crystals.

V is for . . .
...Vanadinite
Vanadinite forms bright red to
reddish‐orange, six‐sided crystals.
Six‐sided crystals are called
Hexagonal crystals. Vanadinite
crystals are very valuable to
mineral collectors.
A group of vanadinite
crystals

Vanadinite can form very thin
crystals like this...

...Variscite
Variscite almost always forms
lumps or masses. However, some very small
crystals (micro‐crystals) are found
in Arkansas. It is light green and
is sometimes surrounded by a yellow
mineral called Crandallite.

A variscite nodule from Fairfield, Utah
with yellow crandallite around green lumps
of variscite.

...or it can form fat crystals like
this.

Z is for . . .
...Zincite
Zincite is an important ore
of the element Zinc. It seldom
forms crystals. When it
does, like the zincite crystals
from Franklin, New Jersey,
it is sought out by collectors.
It is orange to dark red in color.
The zincite looks like fingers. It grew in
white calcite.

A perfect zincite crystal.

A collection of minerals to color.

Gold

Eureka!

I found it! This was the cry of the

lucky prospector searching for a golden fortune. What
did the prospector find?

Gold is possibly the first metal found by humans. Gold items
from Mesopotamia were discovered that are 6000 years old.

Au
79
196.96655

Gold is an element. Its symbol is Au.
Gold is number 79 on the periodic table of elements.
The atomic weight of gold is 196.96655.

Gold crystallizes in the cubic crystal system.

Gold has been made into gold bars and coins by many
nations. The United States of America keeps over
368,000 bars of gold at the U.S. Bullion Depository
at Fort Knox, Kentucky. The bars are 7x3 5/8 x 1
3/4 inches. Each gold brick weighs about 400 ounces.

North Carolina
Gold was first discovered in North Carolina in 1799 by 12year-old Conrad Reed. While out fishing in Meadow Creek, he found
a 17-pound shiny yellow “rock” in the water. He took this “rock”
home and his family used it as a doorstop for three years. Later,
they sold it for $3.50. It was only later that a jeweler discovered
the doorstop was gold. The gold was worth about $3,600! This
golden discovery started America’s first gold rush.

Gold crystals
from Cabbarus
County, Gold Hill,
North Carolina.
The actual size of
this specimen is
1.3 cm.

Golden Nugget

Did you know that pure gold is very soft. It is only
2.5-3 on the mineral hardness scale. This is too soft
for jewelry. So, gold is mixed with harder metals to
make it useful for jewelry.

England
This gold specimen is described
as dendritic or fern-like. It is
actually many small, intergrown
gold crystals. This specimen is a
very light yellow because it is
actually a mixture of gold and
the element palladium. It is
from Hope’s Nose, Torquay,
Devon, England. Its actual size
is 2 cm.

Try to draw your own
gold dendrites here:

Golden Nugget

Gold is malleable. This means that gold can be hammered into
very, very thin sheets. One ounce of gold can be hammered into a
sheet of gold that is 10 feet long by 10 feet wide (that is 100
square feet!)

Placer Gold
Have you ever panned for gold?
Prospectors once searched for
gold in rivers using pans. It is
still possible to find gold nuggets
and flakes in rivers — you just
have to find the right river.
Here is a typical pan used for
gold panning. You swish water
over the river sand. The light
sand is washed away. The heavy
gold remains in the pan.

Where would you look for gold in a river?

A

B
A

B
B

A

A: Sand taken
away here

B: Sand (and gold)
deposited here

When a river “snakes” over
the land, it is described as
meandering. There are two
sides to a meander. At the
outside bank (A) of the
meander, the water runs
faster and sand is washed
away. At the inside bank (B)
of the meander, the water
flows slower, and sand and
gold are deposited. Therefore, always pan for gold in
the inside bank.

Leaf Gold
Side view of
leaf gold.

Above: Leaf gold from Romania.
Right: Leaf Gold from California.

“Leaf Gold” is the term used to describe gold that forms as very
thin sheets in nature. Thin sheets of gold are used to cover
works of art and building decorations. These thin sheets are
also called “leaves.”

Scheelite
Xue Bao Diang Mountain, Sichuan Province

Uses: Scheelite is an important source of the element
tungsten. Tungsten is added
to steel to make it stronger
and harder.
Name: Sometimes minerals
are named after important
people. Scheelite was named
after the Swedish chemist,
Karl Wilhelm Scheele (born in
1742 and died in 1786).
Color: These scheelite crystals are bright orange. It can
also be yellow, green and gray.
These scheelite crystals are
sitting in golden tan mica crystals.

Draw some scheelite crystals here:

Pyromorphite
Daoping Lead Zinc mine, Guangxi
Uses: Pyromorphite contains
lead, and is sometimes a lead
ore. Its beautiful shape and
color make it a favorite mineral
for collectors.
Name: Pyromorphite was named
from the Greek words pyr which
means fire and morphe which
means form, because this mineral will melt into a liquid ball
(like a drop of water) but when
it cools, it turns into a crystal
again!
Color: Pyromorphite can be
green, brown or colorless. These
specimens from China are bright
grass green.

Actual size of this specimen
(3.6 cm)

Muscovite
With Spessartine Garnet
and Smoky Quartz
Yunshao County, Fujian Province

Uses: Muscovite has many uses. It is crushed and used for insulation. It is
also used to make paper, rubber and paint.
Name: In the past, when people heated their homes by burning wood in stoves,
the stoves would have windows. These windows were made of sheets of muscovite. The country of Russia was a one time called “Muscovy.” This mineral was
used there in wood burning stoves and was called Muscovy Glass. In the 1800’s,
the name was changed to Muscovite.
Color: Muscovite can be colorless, yellow, golden, green or even red. These
crystals are silvery.

Special Offer
Featured in this issue are selected pages from the first 8 years of the special
mineral books created for the annual Tucson Gem & Mineral Show™. Each
book is available as a special PDF file for $2/title (the covers of these special
editions do not indicate the Tucson Gem & Mineral Club, but the contents are
the same). The February issue will feature the second 8 years of special
publications.
If you are interested, please email us at diamonddan@rochester.rr.com, tell us
which titles you would like to receive and we will email them to you. Payment can be made to our PayPal account using the address above, or we can
send you an invoice and you can pay by check.
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